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1.  Many white Republican leaders thought they would always be a ________________
       in the South if they continued to support African American rights.
2.  In 1902 Texas established a _______________, a fee for voting.
3.  The ______________ fee kept many poor and minority citizens from voting.
4.  By the 1920s, it is estimated that only about ______________ of the 160,000
       potential African American voters were still exercising their right to vote.
5.  Democrats also passed ______________ laws intended to limit African Americans'
       civil rights.
6.  African Americans lived in sections of town that had poorly ___________________,
       inadequate ______________, and little _____________________.
7.  African American children attended separate and poorly equipped _____________.
8.  African Americans were also subject to _______________.
9.  African Americans accused of even minor crimes were sometimes ______________
      by white mobs.
10.  African Americans also created organizations to work for _____________________.
11.  What do the letters NAACP stand for?_______________________________________
12.  Perhaps the most important African American institution was the _______________.
13.  African American ministers gave advice on _______________ and _______________
         affairs.
14.  African American doctors, dentists, and lawyers had to travel out of state for 
        training, Why? ______________________________________________________________
15.  Some African Americans resisted discrimination by leaving Texas and the South.
          Where did they go? ________________________________________________________
16.  what is migrant labor? ______________________________________________________
17.  Because many Anglos held anti-Mexican prejudices, ____________________ and
         ______________ became common.
18.  Many refugees of the ____________________, came to Texas to avoid bloodshed
          back home.
19.  Some people who sought revenge or protection formed _______________ groups.
20.  Tejanos claimed that Texas Rangers ______________ and ____________ innocent
         members of their communities.
21.  An investigation by the legislature in 1919 revealed several instances of
          ____________, _____________, and ____________ involving the Rangers.
22.  Was segregation a problem for Tejanos in Texas?   YES   NO
23.  Mexican Americans fought discrimination by joining ________________ and
          ________________ organizations.
24.  Within the Tejano community, people founded mutual aid groups, also called
            ____________________, such as the Gran Circulo de Obreros Mexicanos.
25.  These groups helped individuals financially with _____________, _______________,
         and ________________.
  

